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Conducive pricing scenario: Pricing scenario during the year improved dramatically as the expansion cycle which saw addition of ~20mn tons of new capacity came to a conclusion with PIOC
being the last player to commission. Hence, prices in North found some ground as well and increased by PkR64/bag from a CY20 low of PkR496/bag to PkR560/bag currently. South continued to sail smoothly despite facing more strict lockdown compared to North and prices remained steady as the region continued to rely on clinker exports to maintain high utilization.
Additional support to the sector was provided by drastic cut in interest rates of 625bps during
1HCY20 after pandemic severely dented the economic activities. Particularly leveraged players
like PIOC, CHCC were the major beneficiaries of the decline in interest rates and consequently
outperformed our AKD Cement universe.
CY21 outlook: We expect strong demand growth to sustain, with the bulk of demand originating from private sector as government’s efforts to kick start economic improvement by
providing various incentives to construction sector bears fruit. Consequently, we expect local
cement demand to post 11/8%YoY growth for FY21/22. A similar trend is expected in pricing
where we expect the prices in North to average at PkR555/585/bag for FY21/22 while for South,
prices are expected to stand at PkR651/695/bag. However, some risks stands on the horizon for
the sector as SBP looks set to increase interest rates during CY21 which will negatively impact
heavily leverage players like PIOC and CHCC while CCP initiating inquiry (though currently in
nascent stages) can prove to be a major dent on pricing power of the industry.

LUCK and MLCF — top picks: We highlight LUCK (TP: PkR868.5/sh, 32% upside) and MLCF (TP:
PkR57.4/sh, 26% upside) as our preferred plays from the sector where MLCF’s low cost base and
manageable debt levels shield the company against headwinds while company’s highest local
retention courtesy low discounts and premium brand image lends additional uplift to margins.
On the other hand, LUCK, apart from high cash flow generation and low cost base for cement
operations, provides additional sweetener of diversified investments including exposure to power and booming automobile sector.
Find AKD research on Bloomberg, firstcall.com, Reuters Knowledge and ResearchPool
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Highest outperformance of last 8 years: AKD cement universe outperformed KSE-100 by
63ppts during CY20, highest in last 8 years at least where the last time, AKD Cement Universe
outperformed KSE-100 by 118ppts in CY12. However, from the CY20 KSE-100 index low of
27,229pts, AKD Cement Universe has outperformed KSE-100 by 74ppts. The aforesaid outperformance came on the back of confluence of number of factors which includes stellar growth in
demand particularly towards second half with local cement demand increasing 15.4%YoY for
5MFY21 after government provided various incentives to construction sector under the construction package to spur economic activity while pent-up demand also played a part after lifting of COVID-19 related restrictions. Overall, local cement demand posted a muted growth of
4.1%YoY for 11MCY20 majorly due to the lockdown period (Mar’20-Apr’20: local cement demand decreased by 24.1%YoY) being a drag.
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Moving forward, even though risks in the shape of increase in electricity/gas tariffs and
interest rates coupled with snags from any CCP inquiry remain on the horizon, improving
demand and price outlook will continue to drive the sector where we continue to like
MLCF (TP: PkR57.4/sh, 32% upside) and LUCK (TP: PkR868.5/sh, 26% upside).
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As for pricing, after conclusion of capacity expansion cycle in 1HCY20 where 8.1mn tons
of capacity came online in last phase, pricing finally normalized and increased by PkR64/
bag from a low of PkR496/bag to PkR560/bag in North, exhibiting relative pricing discipline as new capacity reduced barriers to do so.
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Cement sector performance
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On operational metrics, local cement demand posted slightly muted growth of 4.1%YoY
for 11MCY20 majorly due to the lockdown period (Mar’20-Apr’20: local cement demand
decreased by 24.1%YoY) being a drag.
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A confluence of catalysts, some inherent (strong pricing power, successive capacity expansions), some external (construction package, drastic easing) have powered the strongest outperformance for AKD Cement Universe in the last eight years (63 ppts), delivering
robust returns during an otherwise turbulent period
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AKD Cement Universe

Source: Company Reports & AKD Research
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Stock Ratings
Investors should carefully read the definitions of all ratings used in each research report. In addition, research reports contain information carrying the analyst's
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Valuation Methodology
To arrive at our period end target prices, AKDS uses different
valuation techniques including:





Discounted Cash Flow (DCF, DDM)

Relative Valuation (P/E, P/B, P/S etc.)

New Rating Definitions
Buy

> 14.5% expected total return (Rf: 8.5% + Rp: 6%)

Neutral

> 8.5% to < 14.5% expected total return

Sell
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Equity & Asset return based methodologies (EVA, Residual Income etc.)
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